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themselves in power. In fact, that is their ultimate object. And
so they have had to surrender in sheer helplessness before superior
force* The Government, too, on its part, acted boldly and deported
them overnight, secretly, without producing them in any court.
Ail the world has commended its action and praised its courage.
If it were to deport us, it would lay itself open to the charge of
being oppressive, though we, of course, would have to submit with
a smiling face. There is thus a vast difference, which every Indian
should note and understand, between satyagraha and asatyagraha1*
Satyagraha is not a game in which one might either win or lose.
There is no room for failure in it* Brute force has to take its chance
of success or failure. And the odds are always with the stronger
party, irrespective of the rights of the case.
[From Gujarati]
Indian Opinion, 4-2-1914
260. THE IMMIGRATION ACT
The interpretation of this Act daily presents new difficulties.
The latest is Justice Broame's decision in the matter of Dawad Ismail
and Daya Purshotam against the Immigration Officer. According
to Justice Broome's interpretation of the Act, the Supreme Court
may not even grant an interdict against that officer, acting under
the Act of last year, ia respect of persons seeking to re-enter the
Union as was the case in the matter we are discussing. Thus the
Supreme Court will be powerless, if Justice Broome's decision holds
good, to prevent a manifest miscarriage of justice, as happened in
this case, through the stupidity of the under-officials. As Justice
Broome himself remarked, here the ends of justice were not defeated
only because the aid of the Court was improperly invoked and as
improperly given by the Court granting the interdict. If such is the
correct reading of the law, every Indian is entirely at the mercy
of Immigration Officers. The only comfort that the Court could
give to the parties grossly injured was that they had not to bear
the costs of crown although the proceedings were irregularly brought
by them. It is true that the Court came most reluctantly to the
decision it did. But we cannot eternally live on sympathy unless
it leads to useful action. This case is merely a sample of several
others Eke it Every section of the Act—even the protective sections
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